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Product description

EasyARC 200 – PORTABLE WELDER WITH RELIABLE POWER
SPARTUS® EasyARC 200 is a compact welding machine constructed with advanced inverter technology using IGBT power transistors. Allows to MMA and
TIGLift DC welding.

The EasyARC 200 is powered by a single-phase 230V power supply, which means it can be used in various locations, both in workshops and on-site. The
welding current can be adjusted within the range of 30 to 200A, providing flexible adaptation to diverse welding tasks. The device has sufficient power for
welding coated electrodes up to 5.0mm in diameter.

EasyARC 200 is characterized by high performance and low energy consumption thanks to the VRD (Voltage Reduction Device) option. Additionally, it features
functions that support the welding process such as:

ARC FORCE: Ensures the stabilization of the welding process by automatically adjusting the welding current in response to changes in arc length.
HOT START: Facilitates the initiation of the welding arc by briefly increasing the welding current at the beginning of the process.
ANTI-STICK: Prevents electrode sticking to the welded material in the event of a short circuit or when the welding current is set too low.The smooth
current regulation allows for adaptation to different types of materials and electrode thicknesses.

The built-in display enables precise control  of  welding parameters.  The smooth current regulation allows for adaptation to different types of  materials and
electrode thicknesses.

SPARTUS® EasyARC 200 is a reliable tool that will prove itself in various industries, including light industry, agriculture, on-site repairs, and workshop tasks.

SPARTUS® EasyARC 200

SPARTUS® EasyARC 200
Product code: EasyARC200-PAK

Package equiped: • device SPARTUS® EasyARC 200, • electrode holder, • work clamp, • user’s manual
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Technical parameters

Input ~1× 230V ± 10% 50 / 60 Hz

Welding current MMA [A] 30 - 200

Duty cycle MMA [%] 60

No-load voltage [V] 66

Additional features Arc Force, Hot Start, Anti-stick, TIG lift welding, VRD

Current consumption [A] 32,2

Power factor (cosφ) 0,93

Efficiency η [%] 85

Insulation class F

Protection class IP21S

Weight [kg] 4

Dimensions [mm] 283 x 132 x 198

PRODUCT CATEGORIES: MACHINES, MMA

NW ® is independent subject and not connected to ABITIG®, AMPHENOL®, ASPA®, BESTER®, BINZEL®, CEA®, CEBORA®, ESAB®, EWM®, FALTIG®, FRO®, FRONIUS®, HARRIS®, HYPERTHERM®, KJELLBERG®, L-
TEC®, LINCOLN®, MAGNUM®, OTC®, SAF®, SHERMAN®, TELWIN®, THERMAL DYNAMICS®, TRAFIMET®,  TUCHEL®.

Reference numbers and names belonged to above companies were called due to Property Right Law for buyer’s convenience and they are related to code and spare part’s description.

The products do not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code.
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